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VALUES
The Training of Qualified People:
For the good of society, the university aims to develop students with humane and moral
values, the skills for leadership, open-mindedness, and the habit of continuously reeducating themselves. Graduates are oriented to employ the skills they have learned at
MIU in the workplace. Students are encouraged to become scientists, and thus be
among the nation's most important human resources.
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Hoping to rekindle and spread the great and noble virtue of learning that has marked the
Muslim worlds in earlier times, there will be a department of Islamic Studies equipped
with the top level modern and most moderate professors to teach various subjects in
Islam like Islamic Ideology, Quranic Studies, Hadith Studies. Islamic: History, Arts, and
Culture. This department is open to both Muslims and Non-Muslims. The student
coming out of this department will bring honor to mankind with his or her moderate
thoughts, sophisticated manners, and correct knowledge of Islam and Muslim
civilization. The department of Islamic Studies will not teach the sects like Shia, Sunny,
Ismaili, etc. The teaching will be focused on Quran, Sunnah and Finality of Prophet
Muhammad (Peace be upon him). The teaching will also be focused on tolerance and
respect to all other religions.
As a new House of Wisdom, the University shall be a beacon for peace, hope, and

reconciliation and shall serve the people of the USA and benefit all the peoples of the
world in keeping with the teachings of the Holy Quran, which explains that God Created
mankind in order for us to come to know each other.
Student Support:
The duty to provide the necessary support in order to prevent those students with
material difficulties from being deprived of higher education will be acknowledged.
Communication with Society:
In order to benefit every sector of society and remain in contact with its environment,
MIU will aim to continue performing its functions as a community of excellence. The
university is concerned with the finding and promoting of solutions to the problems of
our nation, region and the international community. It plays a prominent role in providing
communication in scientific, cultural and social fields.
Involved Administration:
To keep up with rapid change and globalization, MIU will encourage its academic staff,
departments and administrative units to: prepare, assess and continuously evaluate
plans and concrete strategies. The administrative policy that will be strictly followed will
be based on: knowledge, the delegation of duties and responsibilities, democratic
principles, involvement, dynamism, flexibility and transparency. Respect for the
individual and tolerance will be the foremost concerns of the university.

